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ABSTRACT:   Code mining is an assured approach to understand the implicit programming rules to find out the 

software bugs. Previous methods also reports huge number of false positives and negatives. In this article we 

discussed about a new approach called EAntMiner to improve the efficiency of code mining. This new approach 

effectively minimizes the noises which are not related to the rules and deals with the several implementation forms 

which consists the same logic. While preprocessing, we use program slicing to decompose the original source code 

into independent sub-repositories. Every repository consists the irrelevant statements which are critical to operate, 

and several semantics implementations will be normalized. Here EAntMiner evaluated on large scale C-systems, it 

successfully identified the unknown bugs by development communities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days to extract implicit programming rules 

from the source code automatically, several code 

mining methods were proposed [1][2][3],[4]. 

Specifically, all the approaches in detecting the bugs 

were very effective and identified the bugs in large 

scale systems such as linux, Postgre SQL, and other 

applications.[5][6][7]. It encourages the commercial 

detection of bugs to integrate the mining idea. The 

most widely used method for bug detection is 

coverity, it automatically taken out the programming 

rules and identify the bugs with its checkers; 

Null_returns is the example [8]. 

Based on the insightful observations, code mining 

will be worked; In API, most of the actions basing on 

some specific operations will be correct, rarely one 

can find the defected one; Most of the cases, only one 

bug will be identified as programming bug. In Linux 

while dealing with the allocation and reverse 

commands out of one hundred and twenty eight, 127 

will be passed to the function. To find out such type 

of violations, data mining algorithms from the source 

code they engaged to take out the patterns which 

appeared frequently as implicit programming rules 

after that if any violations take place they will be  

 

 

treated as potential bugs. Regrettably, in practice 

identify the bugs in code mining highly endure with 

huge number of false positives and negatives, all 

these result from interference of unrelated statements 

and semantics equivalent implementations all will be 

treated as noise. In mining program, source code will 

be transformed to database for mining, in this process 

all the sub repositories will contains some statements 

which are irrelevant, if they are not separated 

properly, they will affect the mining rules, On the 

other side, if unrelated statements have same rules 

with the same logic some violations may miss. So, 

Programmers will aware of these types of things 

because detection algorithms may confuse with them 

as different patterns; All these will affect the mining 

process; So both the support values and confidence 

values of mining rules may deviate from what they 

were consider to be. Due to these many rules will be 

neglected. To overcome this many scholar developed 

several approaches. 

 

Ant-Miner is a technique which divides and effective 

method to minimize the noise in preprocessing source 

code [9].  To crumble the entire program in to sub 
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repositories it will use the slicing technique. Due to 

the critical operations several numbers of logical 

bugs will be raised. AntMiner will reduce the affect 

of noisy statements and normalize them into 

canonical form. AntMiner will take the bug prone 

functions and function returns as critical operations 

and they will identify the bugs caused by the 

inappropriate functions and calls. When it applied on 

Linux, the method effectively minimize the false 

positives and negatives in identifying the bugs raised 

by misused bug prune functions and return of 

incorrect values. But Ant miner will have some 

limitations while dealing with the frequent pattern 

mining. 

 

To overcome this, in this paper we deal with EAnt 

Miner (An Ensemble Ant-Miner) which is 

enhancement of Ant miner.  It will improve the 

effectiveness of Ant miner the first one is it expands 

the normalization approach to map the return values 

to canonical abstracted form, so, more semantic equal 

return statements will be transformed to the same 

form. Secondly, it converts the difficulty of 

identifying reverting bug’s value into non parametric 

sorting problem. All the return values are considered 

as asset and having class label, all these sets will 

considered as training sets, to find out the most 

common class label here KNN i.e instance based 

learning method will be used.  If a un expected value 

returns from a function that means a bug was 

reported. Thirdly, it takes decisive or crucial 

conditions, when a function reverts more effectively 

without unrelated statements; using statistics based 

method, can extract automatically the bug prune 

functions and decisive conditions. 

 

By doing improvements to Ant Miner, EAntMiner 

was developed as a prototype. When EAntMiner 

evaluated on large scale systems like Linux, Ffmpeg, 

Open SSL, Postgre SQL it gives better results when 

compared with AntMiner. In this paper we deal with 

normalization method, instance based learning 

method and implementation of EAntMiner on large 

scale systems to detect the bugs. 

 

II. EXAMPLES FOR THE CURRENT WORK 

Here we take some examples of Linux to illustrate 

the normal code mining approaches First how 

unrelated and contradictory statements will interfere 

in mining and identifying process and secondly how 

mining rules have a constant baseline when miss 

some return value bugs. 

A. Interference with unrelated statements:  When 

we check the program of linux code here we can find 

the implicit programming rule; the return value of a 

function called snd_pcm_new() should be verified 

and created anew snd_pcm before passing the 

function in figure 1 a piece of program which violates 

the rule, return value ‘er1’ is not checked after the 

line  653, here by applying frequent pattern mining 

algorithm FP close on the source code it detects the 

programming related bugs [11]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Pattern violation lacking of required 

checking of functions return value 

In the above figure 1, the three elements of rule 667, 

681,672 respectively, here false negatives caused by 

the conditional statement at 681 line, this statement is 

unrelated to the functions snd_pcm_new() and 

snd_pcm_set_ops(). As per the analysis based on data 

mining algorithms, like frequent subsequence mining 

may detect a bug sometimes this types of methods 

may fail while detecting the irrelevant statements; the 

bug will be identified by removing the irrelevant 

statements before transform the program into 

database mining. To overcome this sort of problems 

bug will occurs when critical operations were called 

without meet some conditions based on this, here 

programmers focus on directly calling critical 

Linux-2.6.39/sound/pci/lx6464es/lx64646es.c: 

650 staticint_devinut l_pcm_create(struct 

lX6464es*chip) 

651{ 

…. 

667 er1= snd_pcm_new(chip…>card, 

(char*)card_name,0 

668 1,1&pcm); 

// if (er1 <0){..returner1)is neglected here! 

669 

670  pcm…>private_data=chip; 

671 

672 snd_pcm_set_ops(pcm,…); 

 

678 er1=snd_pcm_lib_preallocate_pages_for_all(pcm, 

….., 

679                                   

snd_dma_pci_data(chip..>pci), 

680                                                         size,size)); 

681  if (er1 <0) 

682 return er1; 

… 

685 return 0; 

686 } 
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operation or impact of critical operation execution, so 

that other statements which are irrelevant will be 

removed. 

B. Interference with inconsistent implementations: 

Data validation will be depends upon the conditional 

statements, normally if validations will miss it leads 

to programming bugs.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 (a):  Effective validation 

In Figure 2(a) it shows the effective validation of 

parameter (tty_hangup) which is real of function and 

in other figure 2 (b) it briefs about the wrong 

conditional expression (c_clocal(tty)). To enforce the 

same validation sometimes programmers will may 

use different or opposite conditional expressions. 

 

 

 

Figure 2(b): For the function tty_hangup() , two 

sample validations of actual parameters. 

If we replace the variables with data types will 

simply makes the identical expressions like replace 

the “ !’ with “==”  at control points without 

approaching the semantics of control structures 

which are related[4] .sometimes by using the 

normalization methods we may miss the bugs. To 

overcome this to incorporate the information into 

canonical form of the program statement; here a 

variable will be given to new canonical form which 

reflects the value comes from and control structure 

will keep to ensure the predicate, which satisfies the 

critical operation before execution when it specified 

in conditional expression. 

C. Interference with variant semantics:  Most of the 

functions take revert values as a consignment to pass 

the execution result to the callers, if return values are 

incorrect bugs will be raised. In Linux there is a 

function called dma_map_single () which maps small 

quantity of processor virtual memory to DMA, it will 

be accessed by other peripheral devices; by testing 

the return address opposite to the function called 

dma_mapping_error() mapping errors will be 

checked. if mapping fails it reverts anon zero value; 

by using function ioat_dma_self_test()  it maps the 

memory , during the process if it gives a value zero it 

means no errors. It calls the function 

ioat3_dma_self_test() could not identify the mapping 

error and it performs unexpected and risky behavior, 

it gives unpredictable bugs as a result on further 

access to that particular device. 

III. ENSEMBLE ANTMINOR APPROACH 

Like other traditional methods of code mining 

approaches, EANT MINER (Ensemble Ant Minor) 

approach could not handle the entire source at once, 

it divides the source repository into a group of 

individual sob repositories for preprocessing, and 

then code mining algorithm will perform its 

operations individually. If we see the flowchart of 

EANT MINER, we can easily understand the 

processing. Basically on the databases, bug prune 

functions like frequent sub item set algorithms were 

worked to mine the frequent patterns and produce 

programming rules and violations to extract the rules 

they are taken as potential bugs.  For decisive 

conditions, EAntMiner employ with KNN of item set 

under contemplation to decide whether those return 

values are correct or not. 

1) Parsing Source Code: EAnt Miner used 

customized GCC compiler frontend to parse source 

code. When the source code is parsed and represented 

in GIMPLE, language independent and tree based 

representation. Here composite expressions are crack 

into 3 address code in GIMPLE.  Here Particle Data 

Group will be calculated for every function by 

improved algorithm. In PDG, Gimple statement 

represented by vertex and among the 2 vertexes there 

is dependency information will be stored and it 

represented with edge. It contains two sub graphs one 

is control dependence (CDS) and another one is data 

dependence (DDS). In CDS, if statement s2, is control 

and depends on conditional statement s1, there is a 

control dependence edge among s1 and s2, if s2 

executes T or F on s1 and represented as {s1, s2, T} or 

{s1, s2, F) respectively. In DDS, if a statement s2 is 

data dependent on s1 statement having variable x in 

s1 and utilized in s2 executes a path from s1 to s2 

with no intervening definitions of x. simply we can 

say it is data dependency among the statements. 

Linux_2.6.39/net/Bluetooth/rfcomm/tty.c: 

516 if (dev…> tty && 

!C_CLOCAL(dev…>)tty) 

517 tty_hangup(dev…>tty)); 

Linux-2.6.39/drivers/tty/moxa.c: 

1263 tty= tty..>port_tty_get(&p…>port); 

1264 if(tty&&C_CLOCAL(tty) && !dcc) 

1265 tty_hangup(tty); 
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2) Extraction of Critical operations: When critical 

operations happen in the system, sometimes bugs will 

not expose. Serious bugs will occur either pass illegal 

parameter to bug prune function or reverting wrong 

value under decisive condition. Previously a statistic 

based method is used to detect the bugs, after that 

without requiring basic knowledge of the system Ant 

miner is used to do that , after evaluation on linux, it 

extract number of bug prune functions in less time 

and saved human efforts. 

i) Extraction of Bug-prune functions: While 

executing the function, unfortunately invocation 

occurs it leads to program bug and it is considered as 

bug prune function. In other terms if F is a function 

and C is a constraints of inputs of F, firstly, while 

function F is executing, it shows no program bugs 

and all constraints C are satisfied secondly Constrain 

set C is not empty then it is called bug –prune. For 

Example if we take two functions in linux function 

strcpy(dest_buffer, src_buffer) is a bug prune because 

it needs the destination buffer size(dest_buffer) its 

large to hold the characters in source 

buffer(src_buffer), if overflows will happen it calls 

instance (strcpy()) violates the constraint; bug prune 

function call normally generates an error if more than 

one parameter hold illegal values. They are called to 

be as sensitive parameters. In real time sensitive 

parameter validation will be implemented on 

conditional comparison. To rectify this based on the 

intuition, identification of bugs will be taken place 

means before calling bug prune function we check 

the condition directly or indirectly. If checking is 

failed function will not be executed. 

ii) Extraction of decisive conditions:  While doing 

the programs, when particular conditions will takes 

place a function will finish its execution process and 

return some values to the caller. Example if we take 

function kzalloc() –allocation of kz reverts a null 

pointer or some functions reverts some values like 

=0, not equal to 0 or  -ENOMEM  to their callers that 

memory allocation was failed. This type of 

conditions will be termed as decisive conditions. To 

identify the decisive conditions first we calculate the 

return constraint for every conditional branch which 

indicates maximum return values on the branch, 

secondly, mapping the conditional statements where 

both branches have similar revert constraint values. 

Finally, a condition cond will be taken when there are 

no unmarked conditional statements on the branch, 

and then function cond will be evaluated as true. 

iii) Source code slicing: Several algorithms proposed 

program slicing and how to do effective slicing; in 

simple terms splitting or fragmenting the source into 

sub repositories or slices according to the 

functions/statements which affects the values at 

particular points whether they are executable or not 

[12].  

• Identification of Slicing criteria: In bug 

prune function, vertexes calls directly the 

function in particle data group considered as 

slicing criteria; in decisive condition 

vertexes contain values taken as slicing 

criteria and foe each revert constraint will be 

calculated. 

• Slicing for each criterion: In traditional 

methods the PDG pass through from slicing 

criterion, and meets the vertex which were 

marked. All these marked vertexes will 

compose the program slice for slicing 

criteria. EAnt Miner approach developed 

algorithm based on backward traverses 

through the particle data group paths started 

from the invoke the statement in bug prune 

and maps the encountered statements to 

evaluate the program slice; here conditional 

statement is not mapped due to homologous 

to the slicing criterion. Hence, the 

conditional statement controls the 

dependence relationships with sliced 

criterion and it will not take potential 

justification to the function so it will not be 

added to the slice. 

• Construction of sub repositories:  while 

doing the critical operations, source code 

will be divided basing on the functions and 

statements having the same logic, all these 

will be form a set and stored in database.  

All these will be stored as sub repositories in 

database. Some conditional statements or 

irrelevant statements passed or interfered 

with code mining cause false positives and 

false negatives. In this article decisive 
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condition statements which are highly 

associated with return statements having 

specific semantics will plays active role. By 

using this EAnt Miner will reduce the 

irrelevant statements. 

3) Normalized and Hashing statements: Each sub 

repository will be converted into an itemset dbase. 

Using PJW hash function each statement will be 

converted into a string and hashed or mix up to a 

number. All these hash number of statements in slice 

programming will make up an itemset. All these will 

be normalized with the following conditions.   

• Firstly we  rename the variables,  most of 

the times variables contains same names 

which may results great differences,  by 

giving a new canonical name  we can 

normalize the statements. 

• Secondly, expressions should be rewrite 

because different forms of expressions will 

represent the same kind of semantics. It is 

not easy to normalize the same kind of 

semantics expressions, basing on the 

importance of conditional statements and 

statements assigned to identify the 

programming rules we go for normalization 

process. GIMPLE works very efficiently to 

normalize the binary expressions. 

• Thirdly, Rearrangement of the control 

structures, sometimes same program logic 

will be implemented on different control 

structures. To minimize the differences in 

the form all these structures will be 

rearranged. During the critical operation 

calls predicate value p evaluated as false and 

denoted as p’, here control structure will be 

swapped and critical operation will called 

when p’ is evaluated as true.  

• Finally, abstracts the return values, at high 

level point of view some different revert 

values have same procedure of implication. 

According to the checking manner of the 

callers while transforming semantic values 

in the same form we abstract the return 

values. EAnt miner will normalize the 

values and return statements into canonical 

form. 

 

4) Detection of Violations: To identify improper 

invocations of bug prune functions and wrong return 

values EAnt miner employs several detection 

methods. EAnt miner will extract the associated rules 

and then reports the item sets which violating the 

extracted rules as potential bugs. It iterates the every 

item set in the dbase of decisive condition, it picks 

the same set of items having similar qualities which 

returns a value bugs. By giving ranks to the potential 

bugs, by detecting the wrong revert values we can 

detect the violations. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
By using EAnt miner and Ant Miner worked on 

Linux new version and almost 15000 change files on 

C. Linux is large scale system to analyzed by number 

of bug detection methods, still it is finding  new 

methods to identify the bugs in lesser time. EAnt 

Miner worked on popular C systems like Postgre 

SQL, Open SSL and FFmpeg. To detetct the bugs 3 

parameters will be used one is lambda λ, 

min_confidence and min_support.   λ is used to find 

out the bug prune functions. if we set a large value 

for λ, precision will be higher.  In the same way 

min_support and min_confidence having huge values 

will get lower false positive rate and higher false 

negative rate. We set λ to seventy percent, 

min_confidence to eighty five percent and 

min_support to 10 respectively. 

Due to wrong return values also bugs will be caused, 

to identify this 5 parameters will be required λ, 

min_confidence , w min_k and max_k;  λ, 

min_confidence have same meaning  like in bug 

prune function, higher values for other 3 parameters 

will generates less false positives and more false 

negatives. we set those two parameters 70- 85 % , w 

to 0.2, max_k to 20 and min_k to five ; these 

parameters allow users to control false positive and 

negative rates. 
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Table 1: Categorization of violations in Linux 

 

 

      Total 

violations 96 

Real bugs  69-~72% 

(approx) 

confirmed as 

unknown bugs 

False positives  6-~6% 

observed as 

false positives 

Unspecified  20 -~22% Wait 

to confirm 

 

Table 2: Bug detection by each tool 

Used Tool Linux 

version2.6.39 

Linux 

version 

4.9.rc3 

Total 

 Fun ret Fun ret  

EAnt Miner 18 6 20 49 63 

Ant Miner 18 6 20 5 49 

Ant 

Miner~~ 

5 NA 10 NA 15 

Cov 5 NA 8 NA 13 

 

Misusage of bug prune function is termed as fun and 

returns value of bugs is denoted with ret, if tool does 

not support this type of bugs is denoted with NA 

here.  When compare with the three other bug 

detection methods, EAnt Miner detected more bugs. 

When we analyze this table we can understand that in 

previous linux version, bug prune function mis usage 

and return value of bugs will be same in AntMiner 

and EAnt miner when compared with Ant Miner~~ 

and cov. Ant Miner~~ and Cov are not supported 

tools for return values in both the versions of linux. 

In adopted version of Linux EAnt Miner gave good 

output of combined values of misusage of bug prune 

function and revert values function when compared 

with Ant miner.  Total 63 bug detections will be 

evaluated in recent version of linux by using EAnt 

Miner. By combining all the values of fun and ret 

AntMiner detects only 49 bugs. In the previous 

version Ant Miner and cov have the same values of 

misusage of bug prune function and in new version 

Ant Miner~~ detects 2 more bugs when compared to 

the cov. But in return value of bug both these 

applications are not supported in bug detection. 

When compared with Ant Miner, EAnt miner gives 

accurate results. 

When doing the experiments on large scale systems 

like open SSL, Postgre SQL and FFmpeg   all gave 

good results in bug detection. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

EAnt Miner is a new approach to identify the bugs by 

improving the effectiveness of data mining by 

minimizing the noise commence by irrelevant 

statements and equivalent semantics by distinct 

representations. In this method we divide the source 

code and rectify the unrelated statements to specific 

critical operations having the same logic with various 

representations into canonical form  and it utilizes 

instance based learning to minimize the interference 

of return values having the same form but different 

semantics. This method is applied on large scale 

systems like C, Linux, Postgre SQL and open SSL 

and some other applications gave good and accurate 

results when compared with other traditional 

methods. 
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